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Improving propagation lengths of ultraviolet surface plasmon polaritons on thin 
aluminium films by ion milling. 
W. P. Wardley, F. J. Rodríguez-Fortuño, A. V. Zayats, W. Dickson 
Department of Physics, King's College London, Strand, London WC2R 2LS, United Kingdom 
Abstract 
Ultraviolet (UV) plasmonics provides several benefits over the visible or infrared spectral range. The 
intrinsic optical properties of aluminium make it the best material for ultraviolet-based plasmonic 
systems, but in practice thin aluminium films exhibit higher roughnesses than those of other metals 
grown by physical vapour deposition.  This roughness increases scattering losses, decreasing surface 
plasmon polariton propagation length. Here we experimentally demonstrate a method for improving 
the optical quality of aluminium films using an ion milling post-deposition processing step to reduce 
surface roughness. The propagation length of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) has been measured 
in the ultraviolet spectral range using grating pairs fabricated by focused ion beam milling. The 
propagation length for as-deposited films has been compared with films produced by normal 
incidence and oblique angle milling. An increase in propagation length of about 20% was observed for 
both normal and oblique angle milling. 
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), collective oscillations of free electrons coupled to the electric field 
of incident light that propagate along the surface of a dielectric-conductor interface, demonstrate high 
field confinement and high sensitivity to changes to the refractive index of their environment. As a 
result, they have been mooted as a useful tool in a number of scenarios, including optical circuitry, 
due to their high field confinement [1-5] and as sensors and detectors, due to their high environmental 
sensitivity [6-11]. A number of different sensors already exist both at the research and development 
stage [12, 13] and also as extant technology, such as in SPR sensors [7, 9], but the spectral window of 
these devices has been limited to the visible or longer wavelengths. 
Ultraviolet plasmonics features a number of benefits over the visible or infrared spectral range. The 
autofluorescence of biological molecules typically lies in the UV, for instance DNA will fluoresce at 
around 340 nm, which can be enhanced by coupling to plasmonic systems [14]. Surface Enhanced 
Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) systems will also benefit from UV wavelength range; SERS enhancement 
scales to ω4, allowing for significant gains in the UV [15-18]. In order to achieve UV plasmonics, sensible 
material choices have to be made. Most plasmonic studies to date have relied on the coinage metals, 
Au, Ag, Cu, etc., but due to high inter- and intraband losses these materials become very poor 
supporters of SPPs in the UV. There are a number of other metals that have appropriate complex 
permittivity (e.g. Rh, Mg, Pt, Pd), but the most effective is aluminium [19-21], with the largest real part 
and smallest imaginary permittivity components in the UV spectral range. 
While aluminium is theoretically the best material choice for thin-film plasmonics in the ultraviolet, it 
does present a number of drawbacks. It is well known, for instance, that thin aluminium films show 
higher roughnesses than equivalent films of other metals grown by the same method, due to 
electromigration effects, internal stresses and the presence of trace amounts of oxygen, which react 
with the aluminium to form oxides [22-24].  
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SPP quality can be quantified in a number of ways; the method presented below will focus on the SPP 
propagation length. This is defined as the distance along conductor/insulator interface at which the 
SPP intensity has decayed by a factor of 1/e [25]. The propagation length of an SPP is related to a 
number of parameters; the materials making up the interface, the wavelength of illumination, but also 
the physical properties of the interface [26, 27]. For instance, surface roughness will decrease the 
propagation length due to scattering, which will allow the SPP to decay into an emitted photon [28]. 
This means in order to produce SPP-utilising systems for broader applications it is important to try to 
produce metal films with the lowest roughness possible.  
SPPs can be generated in a number of ways [28], but due to a momentum mismatch cannot be 
produced by simple illumination of a metal surface. This mismatch can be overcome by using a prism 
coupling system, scattering from surface objects, excitation in the near-field, such as from a SNOM 
probe, or by use of a grating, or plasmonic crystal; nanostructured gratings designed to allow the 
coupling of light into SPPs at specific wavelengths and incidence angles [29, 30]. The period of the 
grating can be calculated, for a metal-air interface and assuming that the grating lattice vector is 
contained in the plane of incidence, via the following momentum matching condition [28]: 
𝑘𝑘0 sin𝜃𝜃 = 𝑘𝑘0� 𝜀𝜀1 + 𝜀𝜀�����
𝑘𝑘SPP
+ 𝑚𝑚 2𝜋𝜋
𝐷𝐷�
𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔
 (1) 
where 𝑘𝑘0 = 2𝜋𝜋/𝜆𝜆 is the wave-number, 𝜃𝜃 is the angle of incidence, ε is the relative permittivity of the 
metal, m is an integer, D is the spacing between grating elements, 𝑘𝑘SPP is the SPP propagation 
constant, and 𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 is the grating wave-vector. 
There are a number of different approaches available to reduce the roughness of the sputtered 
aluminium film; including as-sputtering techniques such as varying the sputter rate, the substrate 
temperature and the sputtering gas composition and pressure[31-34], and post-processing techniques 
such as film annealing[35] film lift-off from a pre-patterned silicon wafer [36] or pre-doping the 
substrate surface with a nucleating seed layer [37, 38]. However, all of these post-deposition methods 
require the addition of another material, epoxy in the case of film lift-off and either metallic or polymer 
nucleating agents in the seeding process, which will typically have a significant and negative impact 
on the UV optical properties of the final film.  
In this work, we present a method for improving the SPP propagation length on aluminium films via a 
reduction in surface roughness from an ion milling step in the film production process. As SPPs 
propagate across a metal surface, roughness centres will act as point scatterers, allowing radiative 
losses (Fig 1a), so by reducing roughness there should be fewer losses and therefore greater SPP 
propagation length. Two different milling approaches will be taken, normal incidence (Fig. 1c) and high 
angle milling (Fig. 1d), which will be compared to an otherwise identical as-sputtered film (Fig 1b). 
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FIG. 1. (a) Surface roughness enables radiative losses of the SPP, reducing its propagation 
length. (b) Sputtered aluminium film. (c) Aluminium film ion milled at normal incidence. (d) 
Aluminium film under high angle ion milling.  
The aluminium films were produced by sputter depositing a 50 nm film in a Kurt J Lesker PVD75 using 
conditions previously calibrated to produce low roughnesses (300W DC power, 3 mTorr chamber 
argon pressure). The samples to be ion milled were then placed in an SVS6000 fitted with an argon 
ion gun. One sample was milled at normal incidence for 30 minutes using a low beam power (10 
mA/cm2 beam current, 390 V acceleration voltage) and another at 75° for 3 minutes using a mid-power 
beam (23 mA/cm2 beam current, 1 kV acceleration voltage) known to mill samples without 
significantly ablating excess material. The beam powers, durations and angles of incidence were all 
predetermined via production of a series of calibration samples, with particular focus paid to reducing 
the surface roughness to the maximum extent without significantly reducing the film thickness. When 
identical beam powers were used to attempt to standardise the procedure, we found that there was 
no noticeable change on the angled sample with the low beam power, via AFM roughness 
measurement, whereas the normal incidence film was destroyed by the higher power beam, even for 
the shorter exposure time. 
To measure the propagation length of SPPs on the different aluminium films, plasmonic crystals were 
used as a means of in-coupling and out-coupling SPPs to the aluminium-air interface. The incident 
laser beam couples into an SPP via the in-coupling grating. The SPP then propagates along the 
aluminium-air interface for a distance d, during which it decays, and then reaches a second grating 
where it out-couples (see Fig. 2(a)). Both line gratings were produced by gallium FIB milling of lines in 
the surface of the film. Pairs of gratings with different periods were chosen, to allow different in-
coupling and out-coupling angles. This different coupling angle allowed the removal of any 
transmitted laser power that would saturate our measurements, by illuminating the in-coupling 
grating at a larger angle than the collection angle of the objective lens, as determined by the NA. As a 
50x Mitutoyo UV M Plan lens was used with a 0.4NA, which corresponds to a collection half-angle of 
23.5°, an illumination angle of 𝜃𝜃 = 30° was selected. The illumination source was a 375 nm Horiba 
delta diode laser. The grating parameters were calculated via equation (1), with the m=-1 grating 
mode allowing coupling to and from the aluminium-air SPP at the desired angles, giving a 714nm 
period for 30° in-coupling and a 366 nm period for normal incidence out-coupling. The gratings were 
further characterised by AFM, shown in Fig. 2(b). This also allowed a direct measurement of surface 
roughness, with the measurements taken in the inter-grating region through which the SPPs 
propagate. 
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the measurement setup showing the illumination of gratings along 
with the location of the 3 measurement sites, on the incoming grating (IN), on the out-coupling 
grating (OUT) and a distance d in the opposite direction from the in-coupling grating (REF). (b) AFM 
image of the two gratings (c,d) transmission dispersion diagrams of the two gratings, with the 
expected theoretical dispersion relations (Eq. 1) superimposed as dashed lines for different values of 
the grating order m. The 30° incidence in (b) and the 0° normal incidence in (d) for which the 
gratings were designed to work at 375nm (3.31 eV) are marked as a red dot, overlapping with the 
m=1 dispersion relation of the aluminium-air interface. 
In order to confirm the coupling behaviour of the gratings, transmission spectra measurements of 
both gratings were taken at varying angles, allowing the plotting of the grating dispersions, shown in 
Fig. 2(c). These confirmed the presence of suitable coupling behaviour of incident light to aluminium-
air SPPs at 375nm (3.31 eV) at the corresponding angles. 
To measure the propagation length across the films, different samples with varying separation 
distances between the gratings were used. As centre-to-centre distances are used as the measure of 
separation, the smallest separation distance (without gratings overlapping) was 12 μm, with 
separations increasing in 2 μm steps up to 22 μm. Propagation lengths were measured by illuminating 
the in-coupling grating at 375nm at a constant power. By measuring the out-coupled light at three 
sites, the out-coupling grating [labelled as Iout in Fig. 1(a)], the in-coupling grating [labelled as Iin] and 
a point on the film at a distance equal to the grating separation on the opposite side of the in-coupling 
grating [labelled as Iref], as shown in Fig. 2(a), we obtained signal, reference and background 
measurements accordingly. The linearity of Maxwell’s equations ensures that the power of the SPP 
wave launched by the in-coupling grating will be linearly proportional to the Iin measurement, while 
the power of the SPP reaching the out-coupling grating after decay will be linearly related to the Iout 
measurement. The proportionality constants of both can be arbitrary. 
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To calculate the propagation length 𝐿𝐿SPP from the intensity decay of the SPP after propagating a 
distance d, we use the definition of propagation length[28]: 
ln �𝐼𝐼out
𝐼𝐼in
� = � −1
𝐿𝐿SPP
�𝑑𝑑 + 𝐶𝐶 (2) 
 
Where Iin and Iout would ideally correspond to the SPP intensity before and after propagation. In 
practice, we use Iin and Iout as the intensities that are scattering from the in-coupling and out-coupling 
gratings into our objective after subtraction of the background measurement Iref. The gratings scatter 
in all directions, and our objective collects the total scattering in a certain angular range. The important 
thing to realise is that the collected scattering intensity from each grating will be linearly proportional 
to the corresponding SPP intensities, with a proportionality constant that is unknown and depends on 
many factors, but is accounted for by the arbitrary constant C. The measured data is shown in Fig. 
3(b). The gradient of the straight-line fit here provides the propagation length. The propagation 
lengths for the SPPs were found to be 4.26 (±0.92) μm for the unmilled film, 5.13 (±0.87) μm for the 
normal incidence milled film and 5.24 (±0.60) μm for the 75° milled film. 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Experimental apparatus and (b) transmitted power measurements for different Al films. 
Lines of best fit and associated uncertainties were calculated using least squared error. 
It is possible to calculate the maximum propagation length for the ideal case of perfectly smooth 
aluminium by using [25] 
𝐿𝐿SPP = 12 Im(𝑘𝑘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) (3) 
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where 𝑘𝑘SPP is defined in Eq. (1). Inserting the relevant permittivity of aluminium from tabulated 
data[39], which is -20.29 + 3.831i at 375 nm wavelength, allows calculation of the maximum 
propagation length for films on ideal, smooth aluminium of 6.18 μm. 
The effect of roughness will be to reduce this propagation length, and this can be accounted for from 
a theoretical point of view [40-42]. The propagation constant for SPPs, corrected for roughness, can 
be written as a correction term added to the ideal smooth interface case 𝑘𝑘SPP𝑟𝑟 = 𝑘𝑘SPP + Δ𝑘𝑘, where 
the correction term Δ𝑘𝑘 can be calculated by applying Eq. (A42) in Ref. [40]. Inserting the modified 𝑘𝑘SPP𝑟𝑟  
into Eq. (3) gives us a theoretical estimation of the reduced propagation length due to roughness. The 
calculation of Δ𝑘𝑘 assumes a metal-air interface in which the roughness correlation function is 
modelled as isotropic and Gaussian, defined by only two roughness parameters: the correlation length 
𝜎𝜎, and the root mean square height of the roughness 𝛿𝛿. Specifically, given a height topography map 
for the surface of our sample ℎ(𝐫𝐫), with 𝐫𝐫 = (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦), we can calculate the correlation function of the 
roughness and approximate it to a Gaussian function as: 
𝐺𝐺(𝚫𝚫𝐫𝐫) = 1
𝑆𝑆
� ℎ(𝐫𝐫)ℎ(𝐫𝐫 + 𝚫𝚫𝐫𝐫) 𝑑𝑑𝐫𝐫
𝑆𝑆
≈ 𝛿𝛿2 exp �− |𝚫𝚫𝐫𝐫|2
𝜎𝜎2
� (4) 
where S is a given surface under analysis. From AFM measurements of ℎ(𝐫𝐫) (Fig 4(a-c)) we made the 
corresponding Gaussian least squared error fits (Fig. 4(d)) following Eq. (4). The roughness parameters (𝛿𝛿,𝜎𝜎) and theoretical calculation of propagation lengths expected for each roughness is given in Table 
1, together with the propagation lengths experimentally observed from the power measurements in 
Fig. 3. 
 
Table 1: Roughness amplitude, roughness correlation distances and SPP propagation lengths 
calculated from AFM analysis compared with optical measurements 
 Unsmoothed Smoothed 0° Smoothed 75° 
Roughness RMS 
amplitude 𝛿𝛿 (nm) 3.4 2.5 2.9 
Roughness correlation 
distance 𝜎𝜎 (nm) 29.0 35.2 29.7 
Theoretical SPP propagation 
length 𝐿𝐿SPP𝑟𝑟  (𝜇𝜇m) 3.88 4.91 4.36 
Measured SPP propagation 
length 𝐿𝐿SPP𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (𝜇𝜇m) 4.26 ± 0.92 5.13 ± 0.87 5.24 ± 0.60 
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Fig. 4. AFM topography of the three aluminium surfaces (a) unmilled, (b) 0o milled and (c) 75o milled. 
(d) 2D correlation function corresponding to the image (c) fitted with a Gaussian. (e) 2D correlation 
function for the three measurements (a-c), projected into the radial displacement variable.  
On inspection of Table 1 and Figure 4, it can be clearly observed that the milling process has reduced 
the surface roughness measured using AFM, with an associated increase in propagation length. The 
measured propagation lengths from the optical measurements lie within the theoretical calculations, 
within errors, for the unsmoothed and 0 degrees smoothed films. The theoretical estimations 
consistently overestimate the effects of roughness, as is typically the case, due to the theoretical 
approximations and assumptions [41]. 
The use of an ion milling post-deposition fabrication step can measurably reduce roughness on 
sputtered thin film aluminium. This also measurably increases the propagation length of SPPs on these 
metal films. This is demonstrated here by measurement of UV SPPs on thin aluminium films produced 
by sputter deposition and then ion milled at both normal incidence and high angle, both of which 
produced a significant (>20%) increase in SPP propagation length. The trend in propagation length 
increase is also compared to theoretically derived values calculated from AFM images of the thin film 
surfaces. This offers a simple, cheap technique using technology frequently found integrated in 
sputtering systems to routinely produce higher quality aluminium films than as-sputtered, therefore 
increasing the propagation length of UV surface plasmon polaritons on aluminium-based 
nanophotonic devices. 
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